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executive SummAry

Axeda Platform 
Advancements in technology for the Internet of Things (IoT) and 
machine-to-machine (M2M) solutions fundamentally shift the 
competitive business landscape by providing new opportunities to 
create and deliver value . Data from connected products, devices and 
sensors can power new innovative applications, enhance business 
processes, enrich customer processes, and provide dramatic insights 
into the physical world . For manufacturers, intelligence acquired from 
connected products will drive unprecedented business and product 
innovation . Today’s market leaders understand that the value of 
connecting remote assets and devices is multidimensional – and that, 
in fact, the cost-savings component in many cases can be secondary 
to other returns, such as increased customer satisfaction, brand 
differentiation, and the collection of accurate data, all of which can 
drive increased revenues .

Nevertheless, while the widespread ability to connect to devices 
is here and the value of connecting is well understood, technical 
hurdles remain . Connecting machines in a secure and efficient way 
is challenging . The devices can use a variety of communication 
channels, both wired and wireless . They can have a variety of data-
encoding methods and protocols and come in different models and 
configurations . Once connected, there are massive amounts of data 
to deal with . How will enterprises efficiently process the machine 
and sensor data, and where and how will they store it? How will 
enterprises enable efficient access to the data to enable business 
insights and power new applications? There are major infrastructure 
challenges to worry about as well . Will the new IoT and M2M 
solutions be able to handle the unique data patterns and spikes? 
Will the solutions be reliable and secure? Will the infrastructure be 
able to scale as demand and data volumes grow? And, lastly, there 
is the scarcity of development resources to deal with . Who will 
develop these IoT solutions? Where do you get started? How do you 
train people? How productive will developers and architects be in 
implementing this new class of solutions?

the High cost and risk of  
on-Premise Solutions
 › Hardware and software installation 

and configuration

 › Software license procurement 
(database, Web server, and 
application server software)

 › Hardware procurement (storage 
servers and SAN)

 › Capital outlay (for budgeting)

 › Maintenance and upgrade 
installations (major releases, minor 
releases, security patches, service 
packs, and hot fixes)

 › Monitoring and management for high 
uptime (SLA commitment)

 › Dedicated system administration  
(FTE and ongoing training costs)

 › Software support and management

 › Comprehensive security (high 
availability, disaster recovery, and 
data archiving)
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These hurdles and questions are being addressed by emerging 
commercialized IoT platforms and becoming non-issues as the 
technology matures and solution providers gain experience . Central 
to these IoT platforms is the ability to securely connect to assets and 
integrate machine and sensor data with core business processes, 
systems, and applications . The key is to turn machine data into 
valuable information that engineering and information technology 
departments can easily and securely work with . They will need a 
solution that extends beyond merely collecting and storing machine 
and sensor data . The solution must support data transformation, 
business logic, rule creation, and event processing to trigger actions 
and alarms based on the information being received from machines 
and sensors . In essence, enterprises will need an "IoT/M2M platform" 
to connect machines and devices and to collect, process, transform, 
store, and access machine and sensor data . This platform will need to 
provide tools, APIs, and an integration framework to rapidly build new 
applications and integrate into business systems .

This paper discusses the core components of an IoT platform and 
architecture . It summarizes the major features and explains how they 
simplify and speed the process of developing and deploying IoT/M2M 
solutions while minimizing infrastructure and development costs . The 
need for an IoT platform has become evident and most companies 
are committed to having one in place to drive their connected product 
and IoT strategy . As companies begin their IoT journey, one of the 
very first key decisions is whether to design and develop everything 
internally or purchase an IoT/M2M application platform . In fact, 
IoT platforms provide an enterprise foundation but leave flexibility 
to “build” innovative solutions on the platform without the burden 
of having to develop the fundamental building blocks and core 
services . This allows scarce IT and engineering resources to focus 
on innovation, the end-user experience, and features that are unique 
and differentiating . Axeda provides the leading IoT platform in the 
category, the Axeda Machine Cloud . This paper presents an overview 
of the Axeda Platform and its architecture and features .

“As companies begin 
their IoT journey, one of 
the very first key decisions 
is whether to design 
and develop everything 
internally or purchase 
an IoT/M2M application 
platform .”



IoT Platform Overview
An IoT platform simplifies connectivity, device management, machine/sensor 
data management, and the development of applications that monitor, manage, 
and control connected machines and devices. The Axeda Platform includes 
six major areas of capabilities: Connectivity, Data Management, System 
Management, Infrastructure, Application Enablement Services, and Connected 
Machine Management. For the purpose of this paper, a machine is the 
business asset being connected; i.e., an ATM, MRI, vehicle, storage equipment, 
etc. A device is the hardware used for data communication; i.e., a module, 
communication device, or M2M gateway computer. The definitions of the six 
major IoT platform capabilities are:

1. ConneCtivity – Middleware software and solutions to securely connect 

devices and machines to the cloud and efficiently collect, process, transform, 

and transfer machine and sensor data to a remote server. It also includes 

agents and protocols to communicate intelligently with connected devices 

and/or machines.

2. Data ManageMent – Data and message-processing capabilities, a rules 

engine to take action on the data, data normalization, and efficient storage of 

historical machine/sensor data and files.

3. SySteM ManageMent – Device-management capabilities to configure, 

monitor, and manage communication devices. Often includes SIM-

management capabilities to provision, monitor, and manage SIMs and their 

data plans.

4. infraStruCture anD operationS ManageMent – Hardware 

systems and administration tools required to install, configure, and 

operationally manage IoT solutions. Often includes system-monitoring and 

performance-tuning tools. Often provided as a cloud service.

5. appliCation enableMent ServiCeS – APIs and tools to simplify the 

development of apps and integration of machine/sensor data into business 

systems. These services include data management and storage, scripting 

engine, integration framework, Web services and SDKs.

6. ConneCteD MaChine ManageMent – Business tools and applications 

to remotely monitor, manage, service and control wired and wireless 

intelligent assets. Includes apps for Remote Access, Software and Content 

Distribution, Configuration Management, and Reporting.

An IoT platform needs to be able to handle many aspects of connecting to 
machines and managing data including:

•	 Support for Multiple protocols – TCP/UDP, HTTPS, and other long-haul 
drivers for Internet/cellular/satellite communication; short-haul drivers for 
ZigBee®, Bluetooth®, Modbus®, and others, for local data communication

•	 intelligent Data Capture – Machine and device data capture is typically 
accomplished via embedded agents; often requires message/data translators 
for converting raw data into business information that is easy to transport
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What's driving iot Platform 
as Service Solutions

ċċ Need to iNNovAte
 › New Web Applications/Portals

 › Mobile Apps

ċċ iNcreASe Agility
 › Machine Data Analytics

 › Business System Integration

ċċ eNterPriSe APProAcH
 › M2M Center of Excellence

 › Common Services Architecture

ċċ reduce tco
 › Cost of Development

 › Cost of Operations

ċċ iNcreASe ScAle
 › Number of Assets, Number of  

Device Types

 › Amount of Data



•	 efficient Data Communication – Intelligent filtering at the edge device, often 
built into the embedded agent to handle threshold rules and data aggregation; 
compact and secure message transmission

•	 efficient Data processing and Storage – Intelligent processing and storing 
of readings and events; ability to handle time-series data efficiently

•	 Scalability and performance – Ability to handle high data rates, as well as 
unpredictable data patterns often requiring data throttling, queuing, caching, 
and compression technologies

•	 Security and privacy – Ability to communicate securely with devices and 
interact with devices that may be inside a firewall; may require industry-
specific compliance (e.g., FDA and NHS N3); typically requires data encryption

•	 application Development Support – Ability to integrate machine data and 
message-driven readings, locations, and alarms into systems and applications; 
requires easy-to-use data models and Web services

•	 extensibility – Ability to handle unique business requirements in rapidly 
changing environments

•	 enterprise integration – Ability to transfer machine and sensor data to 
business systems and trigger external workflows in these systems

Axeda® Machine Cloud® Overview
The Axeda Machine Cloud is an IoT platform that provides a secure and scalable 
foundation on which to build and deploy machine-to-machine (M2M) and IoT 
applications for connected products and systems. The Platform is configured 
and administered using a simple browser-based interface or, alternatively, via 
Web services. When you create your applications on the Axeda Machine Cloud 
Platform, you no longer have to worry about how well your infrastructure will 
scale as demand for your connected products grows. Axeda was designed from 
the ground up to scale, and more than a million intelligent devices connect to 
the Axeda Platform each day. The Axeda Machine Cloud provides many parts 
of the solution for you ("the plumbing") so that you can focus on the parts of the 
solution that add value for your customers ("the innovation").

Devices use a variety of communication channels, both wired and wireless, and 
a variety of data-encoding methods and protocols. The Axeda Platform hides 
these details from your application, abstracting low-level details, like swapping 
out a broken communications module or changing your edge device vendor, 
allowing your application to focus on the business data from your machine 
rather than the raw format. Axeda provides a simple way for you to define 
a data model for your application, which includes the different types of data 
that a connected machine generates. The Platform handles machine readings, 
sensor data, files, location data, and alarms and combines built-in functions, 
a rules engine, and a scripting engine to support application logic. Expression 
rules allow you to express business rules in a simple form, with the ability to 
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Friendly Service
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Protocol Service
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Service

AXEDA Connected Machine Management Applications

AXEDA Platform

Axeda Connected 
Access

Axeda Connected 
Service

Axeda Connected 
Content

Axeda Connected 
Reporting

Axeda Connected 
Configuration

Application Services

Scripting API Web Services
API

Integration 
Framework

System Management

Device
Management

SIM
Management

Asset
Management

Data Management

IoT Server & Data Services
(Data, Alarms, User Security, Location)

IoT Data
Model

IoT Rules
Engine

Axeda Connectivity

Firewall-Friendly Agents Axeda Agent Builder Firewall-Friendly Toolkit Wireless Protocol Toolkit

extend these rules if necessary. Threshold rules are managed on the Platform 
and downloaded to your connected machines to filter data and streamline 
communication with the Platform. When you need to extend the built-in 
functions of the Platform, there is a Groovy scripting engine and a way to define 
custom Web service interfaces for client applications with tools that allow you 
to code from your Java-based IDE. The result is a platform that will support 
different solution architectures effectively, including Web service clients and 
integration with your enterprise applications.

The last integral parts of the Axeda Machine Cloud are the Axeda Connected 
Machine Management (CMM) applications which provide information access 
from a Web-based user interface, the Axeda Console, to monitor, manage, and 
service wired and wireless intelligent assets. These out-of-the-box applications 
help manufacturers deliver, manage, and measure their remote service and 
connected machine initiatives and to collaborate with vendors and third-party 
service providers. The CMM suite of applications includes apps for remote 
access, remote service, software management and content distribution, and 
configuration management and reporting.
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 Figure 1 . Axeda Machine Cloud Architecture



Axeda Connectivity
coNNectiNg mAcHiNeS ANd deviceS Securely
The Axeda Machine Cloud Service includes IoT/M2M connectivity services, 
software agents, and toolkits that enable you to establish connectivity between 
your devices or assets and the Axeda Platform, using the communication method 
and hardware that suits your solution. Depending on the class of device or asset 
you need to connect to, three types of connectivity solutions are available:

•	 axeda firewall-friendly™ agents – Intelligent, configurable, software 
agents that run on Linux® or Windows® and install either directly on your 
assets or on a gateway computer tethered to your assets. The agents use a 

secure HTTPS and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) connection.

•	 axeda protocols and toolkits – The Adaptive Machine Messaging Protocol 
(AMMP) is a simple, byte-efficient, lightweight messaging protocol to 
facilitate machine-to-machine communications and to build IoT connectivity 
into your product. Using a RESTful API, AMMP leverages HTTPS and JSON 
as the means for sending and receiving M2M-related messages between an 
edge device and the Axeda Machine Cloud. 

•	 axeda anyDevice Codec Service – A Device Protocol Adapter and 
communication server for connecting to any message protocol. The 
communication server is extended with custom codecs (coders/decoders) 
that translate the device’s native communication format into a form that the 
Axeda Platform can understand and process.

Figure 2 . Axeda Connectivity
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AXEDA 
Machine Cloud

FLEXIBLE CONNECTIVITY  3 Ways to Connect to the Axeda Machine Cloud
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The Platform supports different networking methods to connect to devices, 
including Internet (wired and WiFi), cellular, and satellite, and supports open 
standards protocols such as MQTT for use from devices connected to a 
gateway.

AxedA fireWAll-frieNdly AgeNtS
The Axeda Gateway and Axeda Connector Agents provide connectivity 
intelligence at the device level within the distributed architecture of the Axeda 
Machine Cloud Platform. These Axeda Firewall-Friendly Agents are modular 
software installed on devices that provide two-way, Firewall-Friendly monitoring, 
communications, and control of device data and events in real time. Each Agent 
provides a connection between the device and the Axeda Platform to a manage 
information and commands.

These Agents have been developed to operate on many platforms and 
operating systems. They can perform a wide variety of operations, including 
collecting data from host assets, presenting asset data to remote operators 
through a browser, communicating with the Axeda Platform, and executing 
operations on assets. Devices may be more or less intelligent, and Axeda 
Agents provide a wide range of functions, including many that go beyond basic 
data transfer. For example, you can define Threshold Rules (rules for what data 
to send and when) on the Platform to be downloaded and run on the device. 
The Agent manages both the download and the execution of these rules.

AxedA Builder
Axeda Builder is a graphical development tool used to configure Axeda Agents 
without requiring any C/C++/Java programming. As previously discussed, Axeda 
Agents can collect data from a wide array of input sources and controllers 
and include processing components that simplify the collection and filtering 
of data. Axeda organizes agent configurations as “projects.” Axeda Builder is 
used to create, edit, and deploy Axeda Agent projects that are configured with 
scripts, alarms, timers, rules, custom handlers, business logic, and more. By 
adding processing intelligence to the agent at the device level, the amount of 
information that needs to be sent to the Axeda Platform is significantly reduced.  

AxedA dePloymeNt utility
Axeda Agents can be added to devices as part of the manufacturing process 
and installed either by field technicians or by your customers via a Web 
download.  The Deployment Utility was designed to enable simple and rapid 
deployment of agents on assets by service technicians.  These technicians 
should be able to wire, connect, and test assets in minutes.
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Axeda Security
Axeda incorporates an end-to-end security strategy covering all levels, 
including network, application, user, and data security. Axeda has attained ISO 
27001:2005 certification, supporting the company’s focus on delivering the 
highest levels of security, performance, and availability of the Axeda M2M 
Cloud Service.

The Axeda M2M Cloud Service is designed to address key information security 
concerns with features that:

•	 Maintain network security at customer sites – Utilizing Axeda’s patented 
Firewall-Friendly communication, the Axeda solution leverages your 
customers’ existing security infrastructure.

•	 Conceal data from unauthorized parties – All communication between you 
and your customers is kept secure using SSL encryption, the same method 
banks use for secure online transactions.

•	 provide a secure and scalable on-demand infrastructure – Axeda’s  
ISO 27001:2005-certified data centers undergo an annual SAS 70 
examination and are built on state-of-the-art equipment, technology 
investments, and operational expertise.

•	 ensure that system users are authenticated – All access to the system is 
centrally controlled, requiring password authentication. All user actions are 
fully audited for traceability.

•	 limit each user to specific data, views, and actions – Once authenticated, 
user actions are limited to the products for which they are responsible and the 
level of access appropriate to their roles.

•	 provide granular policy management – For deployments at customer sites, 
the Axeda Policy Server provides granular, end-user policy management for 
meeting auditing and compliance regulations.

In addition, Axeda’s on-demand center operations team follows well-
documented, operational standards, including the typical components of:

•	 Change and configuration management

•	 Capacity planning

•	 Security monitoring

•	 Proactive threshold monitoring of core resources

Each of these processes is governed by the ISO 27001 Information Security 
Management System (ISMS) and is aligned with Information Technology 
Service Management (ITSM) best practices. The ITSM process has been 
thoughtfully designed as a component of the Information Technology 
Infrastructure Library (ITIL) standard.
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Axeda’s commitment

Axeda believes that privacy and security 
are of the highest importance to its 
customers and their end-user customers. 
Axeda maintains the following security 
principles:

 › Protect the integrity of  the system – 
network, equipment, and data

 › Track access and activity to achieve 
regulatory compliance

 › Provide flexibility and control to 
enforce business policies

 › Support the security capabilities 
within the customer’s current network 
security model

 › Achieve official certification through 
audits to instill customers confidence 
in the capabilities of both the 
technology and vendor 



Secure commuNicAtioNS ANd dAtA coNfideNtiAlity
Axeda implements industry best practices for encrypting its message traffic. 
In addition to providing support for SSL certificates from globally recognized 
certificate authorities, Transport Layer Security (TLS) is used to provide security 
at the communications level. The content of the messages is then further 
secured using the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 128 algorithm, and the 
RSA 2048 algorithm is used for key exchanges.

Axeda’s patented Firewall-Friendly technology provides two-way communication 
based on Web services standards including Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
(HTTPS), Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), and Extensible Markup 
Language (XML). No changes to the end customer’s IT security infrastructure 
are required to support your connected machines.

No cHANgeS required to it or Security iNfrAStructure
The Firewall-Friendly communication technology lets remote devices exchange 
information securely with the Axeda Machine Cloud – even when hidden 
behind corporate firewalls. Axeda Agents initiate all communication with the 
Axeda Cloud using available LAN connections – without changing IT security 
settings. Your device is safe and secure because it communicates outbound 
only and is not “on the Internet” or addressable from outside the corporate 
firewall. The Agent uses a request/response message protocol to support two-
way communication, but since the Agent initiates all requests, the connected 
device remains secure. The Axeda Platform can also use SSL to encrypt data 
transferred between the Agent and the Platform. Agent-based security tokens 
and a secure registration process on the Platform ensure that only authorized 
devices are connected to the Axeda Cloud.

Intelligent devices are connected to your customers’ networks. Axeda 
understand that each customer has its own security policy and network 
protection requirements. If a connected machine requires changes to your 
customer’s network protection, it will likely fail to gain acceptance. Because 
of this, Axeda ensures the Agent connectivity will adhere to the IT security 
requirements of the end customer, including:

•	 Maintaining the current security model – The manufacturer’s device must 
support the way the organization manages security operations, policies, or 
procedures and should adhere to accepted industry standards.

•	 enabling controlled and policy-driven remote access – In line with the 
customer’s security model, the manufacturer’s device must provide the 
customer – not the manufacturer – with granular control and set policies on 
what actions, such as data collection and software updates, can be performed 
on the device and when those actions can be performed. These policies need 
to be centrally defined for all devices at a customer location. (See Axeda 
Policy Server below.)

•	 providing audit and activity tracking – Policy and regulatory compliance 
requirements dictate that the system must make auditing and tracking all user 
and administration activity easy.
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Axeda m2m cloud Service 
end-to-end Security 
Highlights 

 › Patented, Firewall-Friendly™ 
communications

 › HTTPS, PKI, and up to 256-bit AES 
encryption data protection

 › ISO 27001 certified and SSAE 16

 › SOC2 audited, field-proven  
on-demand centers

 › Proactive internal vulnerability scans

 › Externally audited and verified 
penetration tests



AutHeNticAtioN ANd AutHorizAtioN
The Axeda Platform has a sophisticated authentication and authorization 
model. There are several options for user storage and management including 
native storage, Microsoft® Active Directory®, and certain external LDAP data 
stores. It utilizes the latest in user password storage including an SHA-256 
salted hash algorithm.

The Axeda Platform has a flexible-privilege model for user authorization. There 
are over 250 privileges in the Axeda Platform to ensure that administrators have 
the ability to lock down the appropriate set of functionality to the appropriate 
set of users. The visibility model also allows two sets of users to have the 
exact same set of privileges but for different assets. This type of functionality 
can be particularly important to organizations that have a regional or product 
line authorization model. For instance, the east region and west region service 
managers might be able to perform all actions on an asset, but they can only do 
so on assets within their region.

AxedA Policy Server
In extremely secure environments, such as financial institutions and hospitals, 
customers using connected products from manufacturers often require control 
and set policies on what service actions can be remotely performed by the 
manufacturer. Axeda Policy Server enables authorized customer administrators 
to establish and enforce the privacy policy for their devices/machines. It is a 
server-based software application residing on the customer’s internal network 
and provides a comprehensive and granular set of permission settings that 
continuously governs Axeda Agent behavior for all devices at a customer 
location. This includes which kinds of data and files can be sent from the device 
as well as which activities can be conducted on the device.

This control applies to every kind of Axeda activity, including handling remote 
diagnostics, sending software upgrades, retrieving files, running Axeda “remote 
access” sessions, and executing commands and scripts. As a result, machine 
end users can explicitly authorize all remote service activity on a device, as well 
as which sensitive data can leave the device. This type of control accelerates 
adoption of connected product initiatives. 

A single Policy Server manages policies for multiple types of devices in multiple 
locations and provides hierarchical policies that apply to all devices, groups of 
devices, or individual devices. Remote access sessions can be enabled for a 
specific period of time, and local audit logs of device activity help meet Sarbanes-
Oxley and other regulatory requirements. These features enable customers to 
track device activity locally and to establish and enforce device security and data 
privacy policies as needed. Customers gain more control over device security 
because they can grant or refuse requests individually or programmatically.

With Axeda Policy Server, each customer can get the control and information 
about connected machine activity that will satisfy even the most demanding 
security and regulatory compliance requirements, enabling you to meet your 
customers’ needs and successfully roll out connected machine initiatives.
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“With Axeda Policy 
Server, each customer 
can get the control 
and information about 
connected machine 
activity that will satisfy 
even the most  
demanding security  
and regulatory  
compliance 
requirements .”



Axeda Data Management
ProceSSiNg ANd StoriNg mAcHiNe dAtA ANd meSSAgeS efficieNtly
The Axeda Machine Cloud provides three major capabilities to process and store 
data and files: 

•	 iot Server and Data Services – A machine and sensor data processing 
engine that handles device data, files, alarms, events, locations, geofences 
and all processing for the Platform. It includes extensive built-in security 
capabilities to manage users, roles, user groups, and device groups. A 
configuration console enables you to manage rules and model definitions, 
asset grouping, notifications, alarms, user groups, and permissions.

•	 iot rules engine – A flexible rules engine for processing incoming data, 
responding to events and alarms, and triggering actions on the Axeda 
Platform. Includes an intuitive UI to rapidly implement sophisticated rules 
with thresholds and expressions. You can run expression rules on the Axeda 
Platform or run threshold rules remotely and natively on the edge device to 
reduce communication costs. You can also extend the rules engine using 
Axeda’s Scripting API to “mash up” Platform capabilities with other cloud-
based services. Finally, rule timers enable you to create a timer to execute 
rules on a schedule, and a flexible scheduler lets you trigger activities based 
on customized schedules.

•	 iot Data Model – A proven and extensible data model purpose-built for 
storing time-series machine and sensor data and managing device and asset 
types, data items, locations, alarms, and files. NOTE: "Data items" are name-
value pairs of readings from a machine or sensor (for example, Temperature: 
50). Once a machine or device is registered in Axeda, it is referred to as 
an "asset." Connected asset attributes include default attributes such as 
organization, location, contacts, groups, and conditions. Models are easily 
enhanced with extended database objects to accommodate customization.

mANAgiNg ASSetS ANd BuildiNg ruleS
Axeda provides an asset dashboard in the Axeda Console to view asset details. 
You can get to the asset details by browsing by type of asset or by customer, 
region, or any dynamic grouping structure you define. Alternatively, rules can be 
used to trigger alarms, and assets can be viewed based on alarm states. Axeda 
rules apply to data changes on the asset as they happen and are sent to the 
Platform. Expression rules make it easy to apply logic to a condition reported 
from an asset or from a user or application. Expression rules have many built-in 
functions, but sometimes you need to extend these with your own logic. Axeda 
has a sophisticated scripting engine, so you can write code that leverages the 
entire SDK or calls cloud-based services. These scripts run in the context of a 
rule triggered by an alarm or at a location outside a geofence, or a data item 
condition. Rules apply to one or more models, or all assets.

The combination enables powerful monitoring of your assets. Monitoring can 
be used to detect errors or to predict failures. When an alarm is created, the 
workflow is typically to create a trouble ticket to fix the problem. Axeda gives 
service technicians the tools required to diagnose and fix a problem, including 
uploading log files, distributing new software versions, or connecting to the 
asset to share its screen.
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The idea behind rules is that they provide a simple means of expressing 
business logic, while supporting calls into the full scripting environment. A rule 
has an IF-THEN-ELSE form, which is simple for non-programmers to define and 
review. Rules can be constructed to run on the Axeda Platform or on the device 
itself. There are many kinds of rules, including:

•	 threshold rules, which run on the device and control its communication with 
the Platform

•	 expression rules, which provide many capabilities, including processing 
asset data

•	 State machine rules, which enable the Platform to react to the asset’s 
changing state

•	 timers, which run a rule at a specific time and apply either to the assets of a 
particular model or to the system as a whole

Simple rules can be defined entirely using built-in functions:

 if: TempSensor > 135,  

 then: CreateAlarm(“Sensor detected temperature limit exceeded,” 100) 

On the other hand, an asset may have multiple temperature sensors, and the 
rules for temperature limits may be quite complicated. In this case, the rule calls 
a script named “ComplicatedTemperatureTest”:

 if: ExecuteCustomObject(“ComplicatedTemperatureTest”),  

 then: CreateAlarm(“Sensor detected temperature limit exceeded,” 100) 

Scripts may be called from the IF, THEN, or ELSE parts of a rule, and may return 
a Boolean value, as here, or a numeric value. Using a combination of built-in 
primitives and scripts, rules may be used to process data received from an 
asset, communicate with the asset, send data to another system, or notify one 
or more people via email, SMS, or phone.

tHe AxedA dAtA model: SoPHiSticAted But SimPle
The Axeda Machine Cloud supports a sophisticated data model for the assets 

that you are tracking and managing. There is a variety of flexible objects that 

allows for modeling everything from a multicomponent medical device to a 

sophisticated piece of construction equipment.

All assets have a type called Model. The Model defines the set of data items 

(time-series sensor readings or data points) and their storage options. Each 

asset has actual data-item readings and alarms, events, locations, uploaded 

files, properties, etc. Assets can belong to groups either statically or dynamically 

based on values of their properties. Rules apply to one or more Models, and 

hence all of the assets of that Model. Since user permissions can be based on 

groups, they also determine who has access to assets.

The Axeda Platform abstracts assets away from the communication devices 
that are attached to them. This solves two problems: 1) identifying an asset 
when the device fails for some reason and a new one is installed, and 2) 
treating assets of the same model the same way even though they might have 
different types of communication devices attached. Therefore, if all of your 

“iot data model –  
A proven and extensible 
data model purpose-built 
for storing time-series 
machine and sensor data 
and managing device  
and asset types, data 
items, locations, alarms, 
and files .”
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assets report their operating status, the Axeda Platform will take care of the 
differences in how the devices communicate; how they encode data; and what 
network they use, whether cellular, satellite, Wi-Fi, or wired Internet.

The asset stored on the Platform naturally includes the data items that the 
real-world asset reports on. In addition, the Platform asset can be extended to 
include other properties. A typical use of this feature is to include identifying 
information with each asset, such as an inventory number. The ability to extend 
Platform data types also applies to users and alarms. 

Common concepts like Location, Organization, and Contact are built into the 
Axeda Data Model. Users of the Data Model can easily plug their data into the 
model to speed the design time of the solution.

If the Axeda Data Model does not satisfy your needs, however, it can be 
extended through the SDK to create new objects and also to extend existing 
ones. So if an asset needs a structure to store additional entitlement data, or if 
you want to store something complex like calibration results, extended objects 
are the answer.

The Platform can time-stamp and store every data point, location, and alarm 
received from your assets. You can query the Platform for the last known values 
or for the values at any time in the past. This means that your applications 
and user interfaces can function independently of the reliability of the data 
channel(s) to your assets.

eNSuriNg Security WitH PermiSSioNS ANd AcceSS coNtrol
User privileges are defined in two ways: activity-based permissions and 
device-based access control. These methods can be combined in whatever way 
best matches your security regime. Access control is based on membership 
in user groups. A user group may contain any combination of users and other 
user groups. The privileges for a given user group are defined by Platform 
administration.

APPLICATION SERVICES
• Groovy scripting engine
• Built-in message queue
• Content/software distribution
• Location-based services, geofences
• Remote-access services
• Asset Management
• User Management
• File Management

DATA AND EVENT PROCESSING
• Machine and sensor data processing
• Event processing
• Configurable business rules
• Protocol translation

INTEGRATION FRAMEWORK
• Message queue for cloud-to-cloud
  communications
• Open, standards-based architecture
• Authentication, authorization, and
 transport security via HTTPS

DATA MANAGEMENT
• Efficient machine data collection
 and storage
• Easy-to-understand data model
• Extensible data model
• Caching, throttling, queuing 

Application Services

Data Management

APIs Integration
Framework

Data and Event Processing

APIs
• Open, easy-to-use APIs
• SOAP and REST Web services
• Scripto™ service to create custom  
 Web services

Data Management and Application Services

Figure 3 . Data Management and Application Services Framework



Device-based access control limits access to those devices for which a user is 
responsible. For example, an operator in Germany could be limited to devices 
in Germany, a Texas operator to devices in Texas. This is accomplished using 
device groups, which can be any combination of devices and groups. Then, 
access to a device group can be granted to one or more user groups.

To ensure that a record is kept of actions taken and events occurring on  
the connected machines, the Platform maintains an audit log of significant 
user actions.

Axeda System Management
tHe AxedA coNSole for HoliSticAlly mANAgiNg ASSetS,  
deviceS, ANd SimS
The Axeda Console is a Web-based user interface through which users 
can access Axeda tools, as well as all licensed Axeda Connected Machine 
Management Applications, that enable you to manage your assets. The Console 
is used to view and manage asset information in the Axeda Platform for which 
you have privileges to access. The Platform may contain information that is 
gathered from intelligent assets running Axeda Gateway, Connector Agents, 
or Embedded Agents; from intelligent mobile or fixed devices; via the AMMP 
Protocol; or from information entered in the various pages of the Axeda Console.

The Home page of the Axeda Console displays Pods (discrete blocks of 
functionality in the display) which enable you to do different things, such as 
monitoring your assets at a glance with quick links to the Asset Dashboard 
and other relevant pages. In addition, the Console capabilities can be extended 
by developing customized applications that can be uploaded as “Extended 
Applications” and displayed as tabs within the Axeda Console.

ASSet dASHBoArdS
Every connected asset has a dashboard page that shows a wide variety of 
information about that asset. This dashboard has static information like who 
owns it, where it is installed (or its home), and notes from users. It also has 
dynamic information like data readings, alarms, events, uploaded files, and 
an audit log of activity. In addition, it has actions a user can take, which may 
be to upload a log file or change a parameter at the asset, deploy a software 
package, or connect to the asset directly. These actions depend on the type 
of asset and the connectivity options. A GPS tracker may be read-only, while 
a medical device with an agent on Windows can be thoroughly managed. 
Dashboard information displayed for each kind of asset is configurable and can 
be supplemented by user-created modules that can be selected for display in 
the dashboard.

Sim mANAgemeNt
The Axeda Wireless Console (AWC) provides another dimension of IoT/M2M 
control by enabling users to manage the wireless provisioning and billing 
for connected products directly from the Axeda Console. Users are able to 
manage asset-SIM linkages and perform activities such as managing activation, 
rate plans, profiles, and usage reporting. Customers are also able to view 
billing information directly from the Axeda Wireless Console, and bulk upload 
capabilities enable users to link assets with SIMs.
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“Dashboard 
information that is 
displayed for each 
kind of asset is 
configurable and can 
also be supplemented by 
selected user-created 
modules for display in 
the dashboard .”



The device dashboard shows information about the carrier network, such as 
rate plan, network usage, signal strength, etc. The rules engine can be used 
to help manage wireless devices, facilitating actions like changing the rate 
plan, suspending or enabling a device, or retrieving network information. For 
example, rental equipment that is unused for some time may trigger a rule that 
disables the device. If a device software update is scheduled in a particular 
month, the rate plan may be changed automatically to avoid overages.

Axeda Application Enablement
iNtegrAtiNg dAtA ANd develoPiNg APPlicAtioNS rAPidly
The Axeda Platform includes the following capabilities for development  
of applications:

•	 A rich programming interface to access the complete set of Axeda Platform 
data and functionality, all using an easy-to-customize script based on Groovy, 
which is 100 percent Java syntax compatible.

•	 A powerful Platform API with a rich set of built-in functions to access the 
core Axeda Platform data and asset functionality. This provides the ability to 
manage assets, query historical data for assets, search for assets, manage 
alarms, and more.

•	 SOAP and RESTful Web services that provide authentication, authorization, 
and transportation security. These enable you to exercise both Axeda Platform 
APIs and custom logic developed in Groovy as easy-to-consume Web services.

•	 Extended data objects allow customers to define their own objects 
and create specific properties for each object. This provides a way to 
supplement predefined Axeda fields with customer-specific information. It 
is also possible to extend some of the base Axeda Platform objects with 
customer-specific properties.

•	 Axeda Artisan, a system for developing Axeda Custom Objects and RIA 
applications, using your Java-based IDE with superior Groovy language 
support to manage source code control and deploy it to the Axeda Platform 
in a single command, without needing to log into the Axeda Platform 
Administration UI.

These developer capabilities enable you to design and implement business 
applications for your use and that of your customers’. For example, you can 
create a new Web-based data analysis tool that enables customers to compare 
certain data from their machines to their peers. Alternatively, you can develop a 
tablet application that gives your customers access to machine usage data and 
consumable levels. In addition to writing new applications, the Axeda Console 
can be extended with custom features. Extended User Interface Modules is 
a feature that enables new functionality to be exposed directly in the Axeda 
Console. For example, you can display the output of a custom application or a 
Groovy script on the Axeda Asset Dashboard, providing content tailored for that 
specific asset.
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iNtegrAtiNg WitH eNterPriSe APPlicAtioNS
Enterprise applications to be integrated with the Axeda Platform can be located 
in the cloud or behind an IT firewall. The Platform has three ways of handling 
integration, depending on the location and needs of the application:

•	 An application can call the Platform’s Web services to create or synchronize 
information. For example, an external system may populate the customer and 
site information of an asset when it is installed. Many enterprise applications 
support workflows that call Web services.

•	 The Axeda Platform can use scripts to call the Web services of another 
application, such as another cloud application. Groovy scripts can call external 
services and transfer information, including files.

•	 The Axeda Machine Cloud includes a message queue that allows enterprise 
applications to connect to the queue and receive events to drive internal 
business logic. Applications can subscribe to events for specific assets, or 
expression rules can be used to put information into the queue based on 
their logic.

For specific integration to the Salesforce.com Sales and Service Cloud 
applications, the Axeda Connected Asset Management (CAM) for the 
Salesforce.com application provides a standard integration and extends these 
applications with access to machine data from connected machines. The 
Connected Asset Management application enables a cohesive workflow for 
technicians, customer service reps, and account managers to seamlessly 
access machine data in the Salesforce.com user interface. Based on triggers 
and alarms originating from the devices and machines connected to the Axeda 
Machine Cloud, cases can be proactively created in real time within Salesforce.
com. Case, asset, and account information managed in Salesforce.com is 
populated with data pulled from machines to give Salesforce.com end users 
more valuable information about connected assets.

Axeda Development Tools
The Axeda Developer Connection website (http://developer.axeda.com/) and the 
Axeda Platform work in tandem to support the configuration, customization, and 
programming that you conduct on the Platform.

The developer website provides several different kinds of information, 
depending on your familiarity with the Platform. For developers new to the 
Platform, tutorial information will lead you through different applications and 
functions, including:

•	 Building Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) and hosting them on the Platform

•	 Communicating with assets using the Adaptive Machine Messaging Protocol 
(AMMP)

•	 Processing asset data using the Platform’s rules and scripting capability

While developing a prototype of your solution, you can make use of many 
samples and code snippets available on the Platform. These demonstrate built-
in constructs such as expression rules and geofences as well as access to the 
Platform via the Axeda SDK.
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AxedA ArtiSAN
Axeda Artisan is a developer tool that can be used for managing configuration 
and code for the Axeda Platform. Artisan provides a project structure for 
keeping object information, such as scripts, model definitions, rules, and rich 
applications, together in a cohesive project. Developers can create content in 
their Java-based development environments and publish them to Axeda. This 
also allows developers to use source code tools like Apache™ Subversion® and 
Git to maintain version control over their Axeda projects. 

Axeda Artisan also provides one-command deployment, so that a project's 
scripts and RIAs can be uploaded to Axeda Platform in a single command, 
without needing to log in to the Axeda Console.

BuildiNg WeB APPlicAtioN clieNtS
The Axeda Console can be extended to allow you to build applications specific 
to your business need. If you need to mash up functionality from multiple 
sources or need to display information differently than the Axeda Console 
does, the Extended UI capability of the Axeda solution can be utilized. You can 
leverage standard third-party development tools, and protocols such as HTML5 
simplify your development of Web application clients. The Axeda Web Services 
are language agnostic, allowing your development team to utilize languages 
they are already familiar with.

The Axeda Platform publishes a rich set of services and the ability to script 
new ones if needed. Your Web application consumes these and presents its 
UI in the Axeda Console. And these apps run on the Platform, so no additional 
hosting is required.

uSiNg locAtioN-BASed ServiceS
Axeda provides location-based services that can enrich your solutions. These 
services are based on a tracking device attached to your assets, which can 
report the asset’s location (e.g., from a GPS), as well as other sensor inputs.

Some M2M examples illustrating the benefit of location-based services are:

•	 Simply locating your assets, such as for inventory

•	 Applying rules that depend on location, such as checking that a container is 
not opened until it is at its destination

•	 Tracking assets for billing purposes, such as for pay-as-you-drive insurance

•	 Finding assets within a given area, such as to locate the nearest truck for an 
urgent pickup

The Axeda Platform keeps a log of all the data sent to it, including the location 
data. The fact that the Platform maintains a history of the asset’s movements, 
with the ability to query for the location at a particular time in the past, means 
that you can correlate locations and external events. For example, where was 
the truck when the contents overheated?
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geofences

uSiNg geofeNceS to reAct to cHANgeS iN locAtioN
To simplify processing of asset locations, the Platform includes support for 
geofences, which define particular geographic areas in the real world. These 
geofences are defined by creating a circular or polygonal area, specifying a 
center point and radius or a series of points connected by straight lines. Once 
defined, they can be named and stored for future use.

 
Geofences can be used on the Axeda Platform and can be used as part of the 
Axeda Expression rules to react to changes in the asset’s location. For example, 
a notification can be generated when a truck is approaching a depot so that the 
depot is ready to load or offload the truck quickly and efficiently.

Your solution can use a state machine for each asset to further refine how 
the rules engine processes information from an asset. For example, a truck in 
“repair” state should not leave the repair depot (defined by a geofence).

WritiNg groovy ScriPtS
Groovy is a language that builds on the strengths of Java, making it easy for 
Java developers to quickly use it. Groovy scripts can be developed directly on 
the Axeda Platform using a simple edit-compile-test environment. The Groovy 
environment has complete access to Platform functions via the Axeda SDK, 
which includes documentation in Javadoc format.

Groovy can be used in the Axeda Platform in two ways: to extend Expression 
rules with a “call script” capability, and to define functions exposed as Web 
services in parallel with Axeda’s own SDK Web Services. The best way to 
see the power of Groovy is to explore the examples on the Axeda Developer 

Connection Web site (http://developer.axeda.com).

Groovy scripts can be run by expression rules – either as a function or an action. 
A script function usually gets some data or condition, or computes something 
like a deviation. Script actions do something as a result of a condition. Actions 
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typically use the Axeda SDK, cloud services, or the message queue to integrate 
with other systems. Writing a Groovy script allows you to retrieve information 
from the Axeda Platform using a number of predefined implicit objects.

Groovy can also implement the body of a Web service method through the 
use of Axeda’s Scripto functionality. Scripto exposes Groovy scripts you create 
as RESTful or SOAP-based Web services. This allows your integrations and 
applications to call a set of customized Web services that return exactly the 
information and format needed by the application.

meSSAge Broker ServiceS
The Axeda Platform utilizes Apache ActiveMQ™ to provide a message broker 
service and supporting message publishing features that together enable 
integration with enterprise applications. Message queues are ideal for reliably 
sending messages from a message producer to a message consumer. 
This communication is asynchronous because the message broker queues 
messages from the producer and sends them to the consumer on request.

Axeda Platform provides two different message broker services:

•	 integration Queue – sets up a permanent queue between a messaging client 
and the Axeda message broker.

•	 event Subscription Service (eSS) – allows a client to dynamically create a 
queue and be notified of specific events.

Axeda® Connected Machine Management 
Applications™

moNitoriNg ANd ServiciNg mAcHiNeS ANd deviceS
Assets and machines are often connected to enable remote management and 
service for manufacturers and third-party service providers. Connected assets 
deployed in the field follow a typical lifecycle:

•	 Register the asset and its owner. This begins the warranty period and collects 
customer information.

•	 Collect such asset “inventory” as the hardware, software versions, options 
installed, and associated things like consumables.

•	 Monitor operation and performance of an asset.

•	 Update the asset as new versions and patches are available.

•	 Diagnose problems. 

•	 Eventually retire the asset.

The Axeda Connected Machine Management applications manage this lifecycle 
and deliver proactive service to a range of devices and machines – improving 
uptime, slashing service costs, and paving the way for you to offer value-added 
services based on your devices’ data. An integral part of the Axeda Platform, 
Axeda Connected Machine Management applications provide information 
access from Web-based user interfaces to monitor, manage, and repair wired 
and wireless intelligent assets. These applications help manufacturers deliver, 
manage, and measure their remote service initiatives and collaborate with 
vendors and service providers.
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AxedA® coNNected AcceSS™
Axeda Connected Access is an application to remotely and securely access 
products, to troubleshoot problems, monitor and assist with user operations, 
perform training, and much more. Support staff can securely access, share, and 
operate or control the terminal, browser, application, and desktop interfaces of 
remote computers. Axeda Connected Access connects to an asset from your 
browser by using a TCP/IP tunnel that enable technicians to run applications like 
desktop sharing, SSH, telnet, and file transfers. Axeda also provides an ability to 
set up the TCP/IP tunnel programmatically, allowing you to directly connect your 
own Web- and other IP-based applications directly to remote machines when 
needed.

AxedA® coNNected Service™
The Axeda Connected Service application provides tools and views that enable 
you to monitor your assets and systems, proactively avert problems, identify 
missing assets, track user and asset activity, diagnose conditions, and fix 
problems on remote assets and systems. The Home page of the Assets tab 
enables you to search for assets and view the current status of their connection 
to the Axeda Platform. The name of each asset shown in the home page is a 
link to its Asset Dashboard, where you can view information from and about the 
asset in a variety of configurable modules. You can also take actions from the 
modules, such as setting a data item, restarting the asset, or starting a remote 
session with the asset.

Axeda Connected Service continuously monitors key parameters in your assets 
to detect problems before they cause downtime. Examples include disk space 
nearing full capacity or a part, such as a laser, consuming more power than 
normal, indicating it needs to be replaced. Instead of waiting for customers 
to call when there’s a problem, technicians are automatically notified when 
potential problems arise.

AxedA® coNNected coNfigurAtioN™
The Axeda Connected Configuration application enables the Axeda Platform 
to store, manage, and act upon asset configuration information. Each time an 
asset’s configuration is set, or changes, the new configuration can be processed 
by the Axeda Platform for validation via a new type of expression rule (validation 
rules), standard expression rule execution, and storage in a configuration 
management database (CMDB).

The Connected Configuration application allows you to use asset configuration 
information to determine the current settings for an asset, including its 
hardware and software configuration, the make and model of its hardware, 
and more. Any configuration information for an asset, such as version, 
country, language, part number, entitlement, etc., can be captured in its asset 
configuration and stored in the Axeda Platform configuration management 
database. Once there, this asset metadata can be used in expression rules, 
custom objects, or extended applications, and can be used to drive content only 
to assets that meet specific configuration requirements.
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AxedA® coNNected coNteNt™
The Axeda Connected Content application enables efficient, secure, reliable and 
cost-effective mass distribution of software modules, such as application and 
operating systems updates and upgrades, patches, and documentation. Using 
the Connected Content application, project and asset administrators configure 
the transfer of software and related files to and from the assets monitored by 
the Axeda Platform, and can automate the distribution of packages, which are 
a combination of dependencies, files, and a sequence of instructions to run. 
Dependencies make sure a package is only deployed to the right products, 
based on their history and reported configuration. Files can be software binaries 
or configuration files or documentation, and can be uploaded via the Axeda 
Console or programmatically using a built-in file manager to securely move 
content and metadata into the Axeda Platform for distribution to your machines.

AxedA® coNNected rePortiNg™
The Axeda Connected Reporting application enables users to build and deliver 
reports and dashboards regarding asset performance, service-level agreements, 
compliance, and operational metrics. The Axeda Connected Reporting 
application provides support for building and delivering reports, ad hoc query 
reports, and dashboards that clearly articulate the success metrics of the Axeda 
Console while delivering to customers reports that clearly show the value of 
remote service, and also helps you and your customers understand the “what” 
and “why” of your data.

Conclusion
The Axeda Machine Cloud is an IoT platform that provides the most advanced 
cloud-based software for connecting assets and managing machine, device, and 
sensor data. The Platform provides the IoT technology foundation for secure 
and scalable machine and sensor data management, integration, and application 
development with connectivity over wired or wireless networks and out-of-
the-box applications for device and asset management. The benefits of using 
an IoT platform like Axeda’s are significant. The Platform reduces the cost and 
complexity of implementing IoT and M2M solutions, minimizes development 
and infrastructure costs, allows companies to rapidly implement innovative 
products and services, and drives new revenue sources. 

As your requirements grow, you can rely on the Axeda Platform to support your 
applications and services, whether your growth is in the:

•	 Number of connected assets

•	 Amount of traffic that your assets generate

•	 Logic executed, such as the number of expression rules per second

•	 Rate of Web requests

•	 Rate of outgoing notifications

•	 Variety of applications and services that you implement
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    Axeda Platform

And there’s no need to preallocate resources to meet future growth, since 
the Axeda Platform provides its services on demand in the cloud with the 
headroom to satisfy both rapid growth in your requirements and instantaneous 
spikes in traffic.

When it comes to connecting your devices, the Axeda Platform provides the 
connectivity services, software agents, and toolkits that enable you to establish 
connectivity between your devices or assets and the Axeda Platform, allowing 
you to choose the communication method and hardware that suits the specific 
needs of your solution. Many limitations you may be concerned about are 
eliminated:

•	 You are not limited to particular tracking devices or the number of different 
tracking devices you deploy.

•	 You are not limited to the number of assets you connect, and the rate and 
volume at which they send data can be very high.

•	 You have the choice of communications technology, protocols, and service 
providers.

•	 You are not limited to a particular data encoding, and you can use more than 
one if you have devices that are different enough to require that.

•	 You can rely on Axeda for hosting and managed services and not worry about 
the security and reliability of your infrastructure and efficiency of your data 
center operations.

•	 You can rest assured that your developers will be productive using easy-to-
use Web services and RESTful interfaces.

In summary, the Axeda IoT Platform is the most complete and proven platform 
in the market. Agent and connectivity software make it easy to connect. 
The data management system is purpose-built for processing and storing 
time-series and geo-tagged data efficiently. Built-in applications in the Axeda 
Console manage devices and deliver world-class remote service. Reporting and 
business intelligence tools enable users to analyze machine and sensor data. An 
integration framework is available to integrate with enterprise business systems 
and big data environments. Application services and development tools enable 
developers to rapidly create new innovative IoT applications. Lastly, the Axeda 
IoT Platform is highly secure, massively scalable and available as a Platform-As-
A-Service via the Axeda Machine Cloud.

most complete iot 
Platform in the market

deSigNed for:

ċċ Agility

ċċ Flexibility

ċċ Growth

ċċ Scale

ċċ Security


